In brief

Education City Stadium set to open on Dec 18

Samba makes a stunning comeback

By Sajad Blyyou

For a moment, Abderrahman Samba thought he had missed a world title as he looked at the giant screen at the Khalifa Stadium in Doha after Saturday’s World Championships 400m hurdles final.

But as the screen flashed the results of the 400m hurdles, Samba was up in a flash as the crowd yelled in joy at a golden opportunity. The Qatari hurdler, who was laid by injuries for most of the year, had won a bronze at the 2018 World Championships and was, according to many, a genuine contender for the 400m hurdles Olympic gold. But the next-400m hurdles of Samba had been laid to rest by injuries until Saturday.

Samba was not sure to compete or not. “I’m not sure if I’m going to compete,” he said after winning the bronze medal. “I’m not happy with my result. “Actually, I started to prepare for the next showdown against his rival for the title. This season was very hard for me because I had a lot of injuries. I say thank you God because I’m here to defend my world title.”

Samba’s time was 48.03s, but at one point it looked like Samba’s finish would struggle to make it to the podium. Samba was even up in a flat as the crowd yelled in joy at a golden opportunity. The Qatari hurdler, who was laid by injuries for most of the year, had won a bronze at the 2018 World Championships and was, according to many, a genuine contender for the 400m hurdles Olympic gold.

The design of Education City Stadium draws on the rich history of Islamic architecture, blended with modernity. The façade features triangles that play a leading role in the stadium’s design and make it a symbol of Qatar. The façade features triangles that play a leading role in the stadium’s design and make it a symbol of Qatar. The façade features triangles that play a leading role in the stadium’s design and make it a symbol of Qatar. The façade features triangles that play a leading role in the stadium’s design and make it a symbol of Qatar. The façade features triangles that play a leading role in the stadium’s design and make it a symbol of Qatar.
Ministry launches manual to handle school emergencies

The Ministry of Education and Higher Education launched yesterday the ‘Procedural Manual for Crises, Emergencies and Safe Evacuation’. The manual was prepared to ensure the safety and security of students in schools and educational institutions. It is in line with the pillar of social development in Qatar National Vision 2030, which considers public safety and security as one of the most important factors of social development in Qatar. The manual is in line with the pillar of social development in Qatar National Vision 2030, which considers public safety and security as one of the most important factors of social development and stability, and an important requirement for prosperity and social wellbeing.

The manual includes many cases such as preparations, power outages, water and gas leaks, weapons presence in schools, school violence, floods, fires, earthquakes, landslides, storms and heavy rains, safe evictions, an unidentified person in the school building and global response measures in emergencies, and other anticipated situations, and the necessary preventive measures in this regard.

Minister of Education and Higher Education Abdulrahman bin Ahmed al-Nuaimi, undersecretary, said at a press conference that the manual represents a reference frame to be used in crises and emergencies that occur in schools and educational institutions, in a comprehensive and adequate manner. It represents a clear road map showing how to respond to crises that could occur in the state schools, including medical emergencies, fires, disease outbreaks, earthquake collapses, power outages, water and gas leaks, leaks, weapons presence in schools, school violence, floods, fires, earthquakes, landslides, storms and heavy rains, safe evictions, an unidentified person in the school building and global response measures in emergencies, and other anticipated situations, and the necessary preventive measures in this regard.

He expressed hope that the ministry will continue to adopt new plans in schools. He emphasized the role played by Qatar Energy and Industrial Services and its sponsorship in the preparation of film for safe evacuation, which constituted a qualitative and practical addition to school security.

Al-Nuaimi explained that the preparation of the manual is in line with the pillar of social development in Qatar National Vision 2030, which considers public safety and security as one of the most important factors of social development in Qatar National Vision 2030, which considers public safety and security as one of the most important factors of social development and stability, and an important requirement for prosperity and social wellbeing.

He pointed out that the manual comes from the vision of the ministry and its willingness to promote a safe and supportive environment for students, teachers and members of the school family. He stressed the keenness of the ministry to achieve all this at a press conference. They expressed their gratitude to His Highness the Amir and His Highness the Deputy Amir for the efforts made in this regard.

Al-Nuaimi added that the ministry has prepared a comprehensive and adequate Procedural Manual for Crises, Emergencies and Safe Evacuation. The manual was prepared to ensure the safety and security of students in schools and educational institutions. It is in line with the pillar of social development in Qatar National Vision 2030, which considers public safety and security as one of the most important factors of social development and stability, and an important requirement for prosperity and social wellbeing.

The manual is in line with the pillar of social development in Qatar National Vision 2030, which considers public safety and security as one of the most important factors of social development and stability, and an important requirement for prosperity and social wellbeing.
Book early and enjoy the Philippines this December

Experience more convenience and savings when you travel to the Philippines this December. With 15 weekly flights to Manila, 7 weekly flights to Clark and 1 weekly flight to Davao, this is a perfect time to book your trip home. You can also enjoy a generous baggage allowance, along with a complimentary two-way shuttle service from Clark to TriNoma Mall.

Book your tickets by visiting:

- Any Qatar Airways sales office
- Your preferred travel agency
- qatarairways.com

*Seven flights operate via Clark every Friday. Other terms and conditions apply, please review at the time of booking.

---

Be Unstoppable with GigaNet 5G

GigaNet 5G is more reach, more locations and more 5G expansion. It is widespread coverage across the country including 70% of Doha.

Get 2 months free when you sign up for GigaHome 5G Wi-Fi and, now also sign up for our new Unlimited 5G plans.

The future is exciting.

Ready?
The Security Committee of the World Athletics Championship, Doha 2019, met in the presence of His Excellency the Speaker of the Shura Council, HE Ahmed bin Abdullah bin Zaid al-Mahmoud, to discuss the security arrangements for the World Athletics Championship to be held in Doha in the coming August and September. The committee reviewed the present security arrangements and the task of the Security Committee was to train players and ensure the implementation of security plans and tight security control at the venue, which included the safety of the players and athletes.

Captain Mohammed bin Ali, the Security Committee’s advisor, praised the efforts of the members of the security service to maintain security during all the events of the World Athletics Championship. The committee’s task was to implement and implement the security plan, which is based on the implementation of all security systems and the security measures of the streets and avenues and near the Khalifa Stadium and Doha Corniche, with the deployment of security and traffic patrols, security teams, facilitating traffic flow and managing traffic situations to ensure a safe environment for people, officials, athletes and players.

Capt. Al-Sharif bin Ali, the Head of the Security Committee, said that they will take all necessary measures to ensure the safe movement of all participants and the public at the venue, facilities, and facilities and facilitate the entry and exit of people for safety reasons.

He pointed out that the security committee secretly, the Secretary General, is working to intervene in all the necessary facilities for the safety and safety of people, which will be equipped with various security systems and arrangements to carry out the tasks entrusted to them in advance, in advance, and in advance, which will provide security for the event. He said that the non-commercial, not-for-profit organization will create a safe environment and facilitate the entry of people, which will be done in coordination with the public security departments for the purpose of maintaining security and facilitating the entry and exit of people.

For his part, Capt. Ali bin Ali, Deputy Chairman of the Security Committee, said that the plan is to implement its security plan in securing the accommodation of all athletes, official delegates, VIPs and members of the tournament, as well as the movements of teams and members of international association and broadcast teams and journalists, as well as the sports events, whether in Khalifa International, Khalifa International Football Centre or Qatar Sports Club. He explained that he and the organization of the World Athletics Championship and the Qatar Athletics Federation have been working on the implementation of the security plan, as well as the implementation of the security plan for the tournament and for the relations between Qatar and the European Union were reviewed and ways of supporting Doha, Corniche was expected by the security committee in the future. The meeting was attended by Capt. Mr. Saleh, the Secretary General of the Security Committee, who expressed his appreciation for the efforts of Qatar Athletics to support and support the security and traffic plan for the tournament.

He stressed that the security plan was written within the plans of operation and permanent co-ordination between the security services of the European Union and the security services of Doha and the traffic services of Doha and the traffic services of the competition. The General Directorate of Traffic, through its platforms, has been updating information on the transportation of participants, of the participants, and in the local region, as well as for the traffic services of Doha, in order to ensure that the traffic plan is ready for the tournament, as well as for the tournament in the preparation phase. The Security Committee, in particular, on the coordination and implementation of the security plan, was responsible for the safety of all security units, and the implementation of advanced security plans to support the traffic team and ensure the safety of the players and the athletes participating in the tournament.

Qatar Petroleum announced today that it will raise the price of diesel from QR1.4 to QR1.85 per litre during October, an increase of 25% compared with last month. The previous price of diesel was QR1.4 per litre, which was implemented for the second month in a row, after it was increased from QR1.2 to QR1.4 per litre in September.

The price of super gasoline (95) will see a slight increase. The price of super gasoline (95) will be QR1.75 per litre, an increase of 2.5% compared with last month. The previous price of super gasoline was QR1.6 per litre, which was implemented from QR1.3 per litre in September, an increase of 20.6% compared with August. The price of super gasoline (95) was QR1.3 per litre in August. The price of super gasoline (95) was QR1.4 per litre in September. The price of super gasoline (95) was QR1.5 per litre in August. The price of super gasoline (95) was QR1.6 per litre in September. The price of super gasoline (95) was QR1.7 per litre in August. The price of super gasoline (95) was QR1.75 per litre in September.

The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.4 per litre in August. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.45 per litre in September. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.5 per litre in August. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.55 per litre in September. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.6 per litre in August. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.65 per litre in September. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.7 per litre in August. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.75 per litre in September. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.8 per litre in August. The price of diesel for commercial vehicles from Qatar Petroleum was QR1.85 per litre in September.
Qatar Parliamentary Friendship Group with the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand in the Shura Council chaired by Nasser bin Khalil al-Jaida, member of the Shura Council, met with an Australian parliamentary delegation in Doha yesterday. During the meeting, they reviewed the distinguished relations between the two friendly countries, especially in the parliamentary field between the Shura Council and the Australian Parliament, and ways to strengthen co-operation between them.

Ooredoo launched yesterday IoT Connect Single SIM, a new Internet of Things (IoT)-enabled solution for Qatar’s organisations to manage their IoT demands.

Ooredoo’s IoT Connect Single SIM features real-time data usage dashboards and individual reports, along with built-in rules for alerts, usage limits and compatibility with 5G.

Deputy PM visits Oman’s Military Technical College

HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs Dr Khalid bin Mohamed al-Attiyah visited the Military Technical College in Oman yesterday.

During the visit, he was accompanied by Commander of the Royal Air Force of Oman and Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Military Technical College Air Vice Marshal Matar bin Ali bin Matar al-Obaidani.

The deputy prime minister and his accompanying delegation toured the college’s departments, educational and training facilities and services.

Deputy PM meets Omani minister

HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs Dr Khalid bin Mohamed al-Attiyah met yesterday Omani Minister of the Royal Office Sultan bin Mohamed al-Numani. During the meeting, they exchanged views on the latest developments in the region, as well as on the bilateral relations between the two brotherly countries and ways to enhance them.
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Jordanian Minister of Labour and Social Development Dr. Nasser al-Kuwari said that his visit to Doha is aimed at exploring out that there is a great Jordanian interest in the field of employment, pointing out that there is a need to develop a co-operation relationship between businessmen in the two countries.

The Jordanian minister stressed that his country and the State of Qatar have a strong relationship in the field of employment, pointing out that there is a great Jordanian desire to develop a commercial and co-ordination relationship between businessmen in the two countries.

He pointed out that the two parties are co-ordinating jointly to facilitate communication between the concerned authorities and private sector companies, noting that there is a readiness to open a labour consulate at the Jordanian embassy in Doha, in an effort to facilitate and follow up the conditions of Jordanians working in Qatar.

Qatar Chamber first vice chairman Abdullah al-Talaiy said that implementing Qatar National Vision 2030 is currently witnessing a large number of development projects, infrastructure and others, and that the Qatar private sector is heading the implementation of those projects, pointing to the need to encourage all Jordanian and Qatari businesses to contribute to the development of the private sector in the two countries.
Qatar Charity to host annual gathering of Start Network

Qatar Charity (QC) has planned a series of events as part of the three-day Career Village that it has organised for the first time this year and tomorrow.

The annual gathering is being organised for the first time and tomorrow.

On the sidelines of the meeting, a new campaign was launched called "Tamakkan", the Arabic word for empowerment, a new plan by QC to organise for the first time this year and tomorrow.

"Tamakkan" is a new idea to help 65 aid agencies across the world deliver more effectively, chaired by Christina Bennett, the Executive Officer of the Department of the United Nations Economic and Social Council, which QC has the observer status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council. It is QC’s humanitarian efforts and is in a consultative session with the Start Network as a significant milestone, noting that Qatar has played a vital role in addressing humanitarian challenges and tackling issues affecting human rights, noting that Qatar has been an active member of the Start Network since its inception.

The campaign also guides young people on future careers as well as three-day Career Village will host exhibitions at the National Museum of Qatar, where the guests can learn about Qatar's history, her-}

Khalid bin Saud, assistant director of QC, was speaking at the launch of Tamakkan campaign. "We are making use of the services of the Start Network to building a world-class education and delivering more effective humanitarian assistance, including through the Start Network’s key initiatives, such as the "Sama" and "Institut" fellowship programs.

"The campaign is the latest in a series of initiatives by QC to support the Qatari identity, heritage and culture, and to promote national pride.

Mohamed Abdual Aziz al-Abdulghani, head of production at the Education City and will hold the first meeting of the Qatar National Education Development Centre, at that time.

By Faisal Al-Marri Official Spokesperson

Faisal Al-Marri, Official Spokesperson for Qatar Charity, has launched 5G in the country, customers that subscribe to the service will also be able to receive roaming calls, which in the business segment, could also be used to receive calls, at no extra cost. A home or office Wi-Fi Hub powered by Vodafone Qatar’s 5G network is live are Al Rayyan, Al Wakra, Umm Salal, and West Bay.
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A new study carried out by Dr. Leslie Alexander Pal, the dean of HBKU’s College of Public Policy (COPP), and researchers from the Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) in Doha found that Qatar has the highest median price for a child car seat of all countries.

The study, entitled “The cost and availability of child car seats in Qatar,” which was recently published in Injury Prevention, found that the median price for a child car seat in Qatar is QR3,815, making it the most expensive of all countries surveyed.

According to the study, the median price for a child car seat in Qatar is about 9% of the median monthly income, making it the third most expensive country globally. The highest median price for a child car seat is found in Qatar, followed by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.

The study also found that the availability of child car seats in Qatar is lower than in most other countries. Only 21% of Qatar’s population is estimated to own a child car seat, compared to 75% in the United States and 67% in the United Kingdom.

The study was conducted by the Hamad Trauma Centre in partnership with the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) and the World Health Organization (WHO) for the World Health Organization’s Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean (WHO/EMRO) and the International Injury Research Network (IIRN). The study is part of the WHO’s Global Injury Prevention Action Coalition (GIPAC), which aims to reduce the global burden of injuries by 25% by 2020.

The study found that the widespread availability of child car seats is one of the key factors contributing to the low injury rates seen in countries with high income and strong child protection systems, such as the United States and Denmark.

The researchers recommended that governments and organizations take steps to increase the availability of child car seats, including providing incentives for parents and employers to purchase them, and increasing public awareness campaigns.

Dr. Leslie Alexander Pal, the dean of HBKU’s College of Public Policy, said that the study highlights the need for greater investment in child car seat safety measures in Qatar and other countries where availability and cost are major barriers to their widespread use.

He added that the study also highlights the importance of continuing to research and develop new technologies and strategies to improve child car seat safety.

The study was co-authored by Dr. Rafael Consunji, a co-principal investigator at HBKU’s College of Medicine, Qatar, and the lead author of the study, Dr. Muhammad Rahman of the College of Public Policy.

The study was funded by the QCRI and the QCRI’s Qatar National Vision 2030 programme.

Source: Qatar University Newsroom
MME launches first phase of waste sorting and recycling programme

Norway envoy presents credentials

QIC takes part in Doha Women Forum

Qatar slams attack in Pakistan’s Baluchistan

Education City Stadium to open on Dec 18

Forum discusses employment of Thai workers
MoCIs launches first phase of single-window services

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoCI) launched the first phase of single-window services plethora of applications online and paper less electronic submission, aimed at enhancing transparency, reducing the administrative procedures and services offered by the single-window system.

The system was launched by HE Sheikh Faisal bin Qassim Al Thani, chairman of the Qatar Businessmen Association, and Mohammed bin Ahmed Al Utaimi, director general of Qatari Investment Bureau, along with a number of government officials, investors and businesses.

In addition, during the launch of the first phase of single-window services, the MoCI launched the “Ask Tarsheed” initiative, which will be marketed in Qatar, to attract foreign investors to establish companies and factories, as well as employees from different government offices for their keenness in the field of investment.

Qatar, as well as employees from different government offices for their keenness in the field of investment.

The initiative also included the participation of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Ashghal, Ministry of Education and Higher Education, Ministry of Municipality and Environment, as well as other federal and local departments.

The initiative aims to effectively deliver its message and provide a unified platform for all investors with the opportunity to benefit from various experiences at a fair price for both consumer and producer.

$qEase of doing business” project, launched by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Ashghal, Ministry of Education and Higher Education, Ministry of Municipality and Environment, as well as other federal and local departments.

The initiative aims to effectively deliver its message and provide a unified platform for all investors with the opportunity to benefit from various experiences at a fair price for both consumer and producer.

$qEase of doing business” project, launched by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Ashghal, Ministry of Education and Higher Education, Ministry of Municipality and Environment, as well as other federal and local departments.

The initiative aims to effectively deliver its message and provide a unified platform for all investors with the opportunity to benefit from various experiences at a fair price for both consumer and producer.
**Houthi unilaterally free hundreds of detainees**

Sudan FM meeting with Darfur rebel chief ‘essential’ step to peace

Small insurgents yesterday mounted an ambitious at- tack on the capital Khartoum, in which two Alliance United front, while their fighters were accused of recent misadventures in the central capital. Mogadishu. But insurgents are not ready to stop, with a dozen killed by the rebels, Khartoum, according to reports.

**Sudan PM meeting with Darfur rebel chief ‘essential’ step to peace**

The military alliance led by Abdul Hamid Badreddine has said it carried out an attack in the deadliest single-day offensive in its war against the government of Omar al- Bashir, who was toppled in April this year. The attack came as part of the two-month UN-backed campaign of the Ethiopian-led AU mission to Somalia (Amisom), whose forces have recently captured key towns and bases from the insurgents.

**Twin Somali attacks hit US special forces base, Italian convoy**

**REGION/ARAB WORLD/AFRICA**

**Top Iranian general says destroying Israel ‘achievable’**

The US military said yesterday that several US soldiers had killed 10 militants and de- stroyed their vehicles near a US military base in the UAE. The US military said the soldiers were in an area where a US military convoy was attacked in the UAE. The US military said the incident began when the convoy was attacked by a group of US soldiers.

**Saudi Arabia says it has no US or partner forces were killed in the attack.**

**Saudi Arabia’s crown prince says ‘Israel’ must be destroyed**

The country has been con- tinuing to send military and economic aid to the UAE, but has warned that it will not halt with the backing of the kingdom in the military. The UAE has been seen as the major ex- porter of the Gulf’s strategic oil market, and its allies have been his- torically important to the region.

**Iran says it will not negotiate with ‘Israel’**

The country has been con- tinuing to send military and economic aid to the UAE, but has warned that it will not halt with the backing of the kingdom in the military. The UAE has been seen as the major ex- porter of the Gulf’s strategic oil market, and its allies have been his- torically important to the region.
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Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau addresses supporters during an election campaign rally in Surrey, British Columbia.

Canada’s Liberals promise new spending, four more years of deficits

By Kelony Johnson, Reuters

Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and the Liberal’s Platform unveiling event at the Autumn Festival grounds.

The Canadian federal government is promising big new spending, four more years of deficits and fast-tracking major legislation through Parliament to keep its campaign promises, Trudeau said on Tuesday.

The government is promising to spend some $200 billion over five years, including an expansion of a universal child-care program modelled on one in Quebec, as well as expanded housing assistance and paid sick leave for workers.

The Liberal platform also includes plans to increase taxes on the wealthy and companies, including a tax on stock option gains, measures to help people buy homes and cuts to corporate taxes.

"We have to do this," Trudeau said in his speech Tuesday. "Our country needs it, our country deserves it."
Clashes erupt as thousands protest Indonesia reforms

By Ryan Lan, CNN

Bangkok

Thailand could be the next southeast nation in the region to debate the possibility of moving its capital from the metropolis of Bangkok to the outskirts of the country.

The Thai prime minister has suggested that moving the capital could help reduce traffic congestion in the city, which is one of the world’s worst traffic capitals.

Bangkok was ranked eighth, on the world’s worst traffic, and focus on development in second-tier provinces.
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One Rohingya, who was executed in Bangladesh, was driven to madness by the brutal treatment he had endured during his captivity. He added the troopers cornered by the capital with drugs and other illegal activities.
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XI Jinping’s vows to uphold Hong Kong’s special status

China President Xi Jinping arrived at a wreath laying ceremony at the Monument to the People’s Heroes in Tiananmen Square, marking the 70th anniversary of the founding of the People’s Republic of China, in Beijing, China.

Chinese President Xi Jinping vows to uphold Hong Kong’s special status.

1 A Hong Kong government official confirmed that the arrangements for the National Day celebrations were being made.

2 A total so far before the headquarters of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (CPA) in Hong Kong province.

Unleashed from Trump, Bolton says N Korea still wants nukes

Bolton warned earlier this week that North Korea had not truly chosen to give up its nuclear arsenal, and that the United States was preparing to discuss the possibility of dating and nuclear-free zones.

It was well beyond the radar of the US State Department and the UN Security Council, which is a big mistake for our present-day policy, he added.

He also hinted that the US government remained open to discussions with North Korea.

A satellite photo of North Korea’s nuclear site, provided by the US State Department, shows that the site is now being used to transport materials to a nuclear reactor.

The two Koreas are expected to hold talks on the peninsula’s nuclear future later this month, the US and South Korean officials said.

America can in step to supply critical minerals to US: report

Australia can step in to supply critical minerals to US: report for China.

Nov 7, 2018

Australia has a fresh opportunity to supply critical minerals to the US, even as major US producers cut output, a report said.

Australia’s mineral industry has strong ties with the US, and is a major supplier of critical minerals, including lithium, cobalt and rare earths.

The US government has been seeking to diversify its supply of critical minerals, particularly as China and Russia have dominated the market for years.

Australia can fill the gap, the report said, suggesting that the country could supply up to 20% of the US market for critical minerals.

A number of Australian companies are developing projects that could become major suppliers of critical minerals in the coming years.

One such project is the proposed Hellyer cobalt project, which is expected to produce 10,000 tonnes of cobalt per year once it comes online.

Another is the proposed Mount Hotham lithium project, which could produce 50,000 tonnes of lithium per year.

Australia is also home to several rare earths projects, including the proposed Kraiburg rare earths project and the proposed Lihir rare earths project.

The report said that Australia should take advantage of its position as a major supplier of critical minerals, and work with the US government to develop a joint supply chain.

Australia can also help to ensure the security of critical minerals supplies, the report said, by working with the US to develop new mining and processing technologies.

The US government has been seeking to develop new technologies to extract critical minerals from domestic sources, as well as to reduce its reliance on foreign suppliers.

Australia can help to fill the gap, the report said, by working with the US government to develop new technologies and increase its production of critical minerals.
Brexit, to call a vote of no-confidence, who are meeting in October 31, with or without a transition to deliver Brexit on October 31, “he told the BBC. “It’s a nonsense; and would focus on using parliament to ensure that every child is properly vaccinated, and that’s what I’d say is that when the state provides services to people then it’s a two-way street – you’ve got to take your responsibilities too.”

He reiterated his insistence that he would not happen: “What is clear is that it is important this week we do not give any indication that we can be imposed with any other decision,” he said. “It is vital that we do not lose sight of it, and therefore play into Boris Johnson’s hands.”

There had been speculation that opposition parties could use this week, when the Conservative Party annual conference convenes, to call a vote of no-confidence in Johnson, pushing the general election from December 12 to at least January 12 if it fails to attract a new majority government to seek access to these new government reports.

PM denies groping claims, gets backing from Javid
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Greece wants to deport 10,000 migrants

**Marianne G.**

G reece said yesterday that it wanted to start sending back thousands of migrants within a day after a deadly fire sparked an outburst of anger over the treatment of refugees on the island of Lesbos.

The decision, taken at an emergency cabinet meeting, came as officials in Greece and abroad called for action to ease the pressure on the overcrowded migrant camps across the country.

Athens wants to return 10,000 migrants to Turkey by the end of September, the government said statement.

That would increase the rate of deportations from the 1,450 retained in the country under the Cyprus government by more than 10 times.

The conservative government of Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis has already announced more than 20,000 deportations, including 15,000 to Turkey, since the end of May, against a trend of about 3,000 per month in recent years.

With a new wave of migrants arriving at the Moria camp on Lesbos island, the government has decided to accelerate the process of deportations. The Moria camp, which houses around 13,000 people, is considered one of the most overcrowded migrant camps in Europe.

As a result, thousands of migrants are expected to leave the camp in the coming days, with the Greek government hoping to clear the island of all migrants by the end of the month.

A French Republican guard and a French Republican guard carry the flag-draped coffin of former French President Chirac during a commemorative lunch at the Elysee Palace, authorities said yesterday.

As North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) allies, the US and Russia are considering the possibility of bringing back thousands of migrants from Moria, in an effort to ease the pressure on the island. The migrants are accused of creating unsustainable conditions in the camp, which is already overcrowded.

According to reports, the migrants were attacked by local residents and authorities, who have accused them of causing disorder and damage.

The move comes amid growing concerns about the treatment of migrants in Europe, with reports of overcrowding, violence, and lack of basic services at many camps.

As a result, the European Union is calling for a faster and more effective process for the return of migrants.

Meanwhile, in Germany, far-right parties are calling for stricter measures to prevent migrants from entering the country, with the Alternative for Germany (AfD) party leading the calls. The party has accused the government of allowing too many migrants to enter the country.

In other news, the German government has announced plans to increase the number of deportations to Turkey, with the goal of returning 10,000 migrants by the end of the year. The move comes amid growing concerns about the treatment of migrants in Turkey, with reports of overcrowding, violence, and lack of basic services at many camps.

The German government has also announced plans to increase the number of deportations to Turkey, with the goal of returning 10,000 migrants by the end of the year. The move comes amid growing concerns about the treatment of migrants in Turkey, with reports of overcrowding, violence, and lack of basic services at many camps.
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PM to face down critics by hailing ‘Clean India’ a success

By Vinod Dash

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s flagship cleanliness campaign, ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ or ‘Clean India Mission’, will be launched on October 2

by the end of this month. The campaign, which aims to make India open defecation-free by 2019, has made significant progress since its launch in 2014.

Jail, hospital submerged in late monsoon burst

Train disaster victims’ relatives upset with Sidhu

Train disaster victims’ relatives upset with Sidhu

Families of victims moved to Kalka station on Tuesday night to protest against the washing of bodies of 47 victims of last week’s Kalka-Delhi train accident at the Patiala crematorium.

The relatives, who arrived at 6 am, were stopped by police at 7 am as they tried to enter the crematorium. They are demanding a separate place to perform the last rites.

“Police were forcing us to leave the premises,” said Surinder Singh, whose son Nitin died in the tragedy. “We are not satisfied with the way they are handling our grievances.”
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**TRAGEDY**

It's a decade since boat accident, but no action yet

A decade after a boat owned by the Tourism Development Corporation (TDC) sank in Thekkady lake in the Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary, no action has been taken against anyone involved in the accident. Even though the Kerala government had given compensation to the victims’ families, no action has been taken against those responsible for the accident.

The commission found that those responsible for the boat accident had even been involved in another boat accident and had not been punished.

**CHIDAMBARAM'S BAL PLEA REJECTED BY COURT**

The Delhi High Court yesterday dismissed the bail petition filed by former finance minister P. Chidambaram in the INX Media case. Justice Sanjiv Khanna dismissed the bail plea on the grounds that after being a member of the Bar of Delhi for 35 years, Chidambaram could not be a neutral third party as required by law.

**APPOINTEE 1,600 PERSONNELS ACROSS INDIA**

The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) transferred over 200 staff who have spent over 10 years in the same post for extended periods. The CBI personnel had been transferred on September 20 after a challenge in the constitutionality of the move by the CBI.

**CONTEST TO FIGHT KHAMASHTA ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS**

Aircraft Tejas' initial prototypes.

Aircraft Tejas' initial prototypes.

**BJP, Shiv Sena agree to fight Maharashtra polls together**

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and the Maharashtra unit of the Shiv Sena have agreed to contest the October 21 Maharashtra assembly elections together with other allies, a joint statement said.

However, the question of seat distribution continues to hang fire. Sources in the two parties said that the matter would be decided only after the results of the Assembly elections in Tamil Nadu on Saturday.

BJP will contact the TN Assembly Speaker in the next four days to get the list of winners.

**26th Chief of IAF takes over**

Bhadauria, who succeeds Bipin Rawat, said it was an honour and a privilege to take over as the 26th Chief of the Indian Air Force.
**LGBTQ+ Rights**

Brazilian migrants are wary of the new federal government’s intentions and fear that President Jair Bolsonaro will work to reverse years of gains for the nation’s LGBTQ+ community.

**Legalization**

Brazil’s sweeping new labor laws, which could give employers wider discretion to fire employees, are being widely condemned as a rollback of labor rights and protections. The new laws have also come under criticism for their potential impact on the rights of LGBTQ+ workers, who are already disproportionately affected by discrimination and workplace harassment.

**New Labor Laws**

The new labor laws, which are part of Bolsonaro’s broader agenda to reduce the role of the federal government and increase the autonomy of states and municipalities, have been met with widespread criticism from opposition politicians and labor unions. The new laws also include measures that would weaken the rights of workers to strike and unionize, and increase the powers of employers to dismiss workers without cause.

**Example Law**

One of the most controversial aspects of the new labor laws is the provision that would allow employers to dismiss workers for reasons of “moral character,” effectively stripping workers of the right to unionize and strike. The new laws also limit the rights of workers to bargain collectively, and weaken the powers of labor inspectors to enforce labor laws.

**Opposition**

Opposition politicians have vowed to challenge the new labor laws in court and to work to repeal or modify them. They have also called for a national strike to protest the new laws, and have urged workers to participate in a wide range of political and social movements in support of their rights.

**Conclusion**

The new labor laws represent a significant setback for labor rights in Brazil and are likely to lead to further erosion of workers’ rights in the coming years. The Brazilian government’s efforts to weaken labor protections and advance the interests of employers are likely to continue to be met with strong opposition from workers and their allies.

---

**Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro’s government has announced plans to deport hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans in the next months, amid a worsening economic crisis and a surge in migration to neighboring countries. The new plan, announced by Maduro’s immigration minister, is the latest in a series of moves by the government to stem the flow of migrants entering the country, which has seen a sharp increase in recent months.

**Context**

The migration crisis in Venezuela has been a major issue for the region, with millions of people fleeing to Colombia, Brazil, and other Latin American countries. The crisis has been exacerbated by the ongoing political and economic turmoil in Venezuela, which has led to food and fuel shortages, as well as a lack of access to basic services like healthcare and education.

**Impact**

The deportations are expected to have a significant impact on the Venezuelan population, who already face widespread poverty and lack of basic services. The deportations are also likely to put further strain on the host countries, which have already seen a large increase in the number of migrants in recent years.

---

**Colombia**

Colombia's new labor laws, which are among the most restrictive in the region, have sparked widespread protests and criticism from workers and labor rights groups. The new laws, which were passed in response to a major labor reform proposal, are seen as a rollback of hard-won gains for workers in Colombia.

**Key Provisions**

The new laws include measures that would make it easier for employers to fire workers, weaken the rights of workers to strike and unionize, and limit the powers of labor inspectors to enforce labor laws. The new laws also include provisions that would make it more difficult for workers to receive compensation for workplace injuries and illnesses.

**Opposition**

Opposition politicians and labor rights groups have vowed to challenge the new labor laws in court and to work to repeal or modify them. They have also called for a national strike to protest the new laws, and have urged workers to participate in a wide range of political and social movements in support of their rights.

**Conclusion**

The new labor laws represent a significant setback for labor rights in Colombia and are likely to lead to further erosion of workers’ rights in the coming years. The Colombian government’s efforts to weaken labor protections and advance the interests of employers are likely to continue to be met with strong opposition from workers and their allies.

---

**Peru**

Peru's new government, led by President Francisco Sagasti, has announced plans to deport hundreds of thousands of undocumented migrants living in the country. The new plan, announced by the interior minister, is the latest in a series of moves by the government to stem the flow of migrants entering the country, which has seen a sharp increase in recent months.

**Context**

The migration crisis in Peru has been a major issue for the region, with millions of people fleeing to Colombia, Brazil, and other Latin American countries. The crisis has been exacerbated by the ongoing political and economic turmoil in Peru, which has led to food and fuel shortages, as well as a lack of access to basic services like healthcare and education.

**Impact**

The deportations are expected to have a significant impact on the Peruvian population, who already face widespread poverty and lack of basic services. The deportations are also likely to put further strain on the host countries, which have already seen a large increase in the number of migrants in recent years.

---

**Venezuela**

Venezuela’s new labor laws, which were passed in response to a major labor reform proposal, are seen as a rollback of hard-won gains for workers in Venezuela. The new laws, which were passed in response to a major labor reform proposal, are seen as a rollback of hard-won gains for workers in Venezuela. The new laws, which were passed in response to a major labor reform proposal, are seen as a rollback of hard-won gains for workers in Venezuela.
PM planning to shuffle Punjab cabinet: sources

**Interviews**

Prime Minister Imran Khan has decided to make changes in the Punjab cabinet, according to sources. A decision in this regard has been taken to remove some ministers within the province, the sources said.

It was also reported that a shake-up has been decided in the local bodies, which will be held in consultation with the provincial bureaucracy.

An official source confirmed that Punjab Chief Minister Usman Buzdar would meet the premier and make the changes in consultation with him.

Buzdar has already held a meeting to finalise the list of ministers.

**Pakistan**

**Punjab Police Inspector-General will be replaced, along with Punjab's minister for information and the National Institutes of Health chairman.**

At first, people were asking us to be careful about our actions, said a police official.

Initially her work disturbed the community but now they accept it completely, said Sajid Ali, a resident of the area.

In the meeting with the prime minister, the Punjab chief minister said the Cabinet Secretariat had been asked to submit the list of names for the next meeting.

**NRC**

The National Register of Citizens (NRC) officials have decided to set up a TV channel to fight illegal immigration.

Talking to PTI, Prime Minister Imran Khan said the channel will be started with the support of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.

The decision to launch a TV channel was taken at a Videocentre meeting in the presence of the new Union General Assembly secretaries.

**Elections**

In a decision yesterday, the prime minister has decided to set up a TV channel to fight illegal immigration.

Talking to PTI, Prime Minister Imran Khan said the channel will be started with the support of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.

The decision to launch a TV channel was taken at a Videocentre meeting in the presence of the new Union General Assembly secretaries.
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Philippines' cargo traffic 'unaffected by trade war'

By Liezl Ernest

W hile the US and China, the coun-
tries major trading partners,
have not hurt the Philippines' cargo trade, a government of-
icial claimed yesterday.
"Business as usual," Jay Dan-
ilo Caguioa, secretary of the Phi-
lippines' Department of Trade and In-
dustry, said when asked about the impact of the US-China trade war.
"As far as we are concerned, the number show that the US share of our export was not hit by the US-China trade war. It is not significant," he said in an interview with The Manila Times.
"Even when the US is the number one investor in the Philippines, we still have a wide range of trade partners," he added.
Caguioa said the Philippines remains a major destination for US companies that are looking for a foothold in China.
"Despite the impact of the US-China trade war, we have been able to maintain our position as a preferred location for US companies," he said.
Caguioa noted that the US is the Philippines' second-largest trade partner, with trade with the US reaching $34.5 billion last year.
"We have a diversified trade portfolio, and we are not relying solely on China," he said.
Caguioa said the Philippines is not affected by the US-China trade war because it has a diversified trade portfolio and is not overly dependent on any single market.
"We have a diversified export base, and we are not overly dependent on any single market," he said.
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The athletics world is ruled by Super Moms, as Super Felix, Super Yang Liujing and Super Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce have shown. For Fraser-Pryce, 32-year-old, it was also the first time one nation had swept the medals at the World Championships. She is the highest medal haul world champion in women’s 100m, with six Olympic golds and 19 medals overall.

The US Federal Trade Commission is also investigating whether Juul and other nicotine marketing that targeted children.

Since then, Japan – for which trade treaties were a source of great pride – has been unhappy with a panel report it did not like. “I think the US and the WTO’s Convention on Agreements with Multilateral Economies is supposed to offer an ‘alternative dispute settlement body’,” said Crosthwaite. “We’ve seen the US Federal Trade Commission trying to use the WTO to try to condition its economic prospects, and thus enabled many developing economies – especially Cuba, India, and those eager to challenge the body. Against that backdrop, we have been asking patients questions about vaping and began asking if they vape, the lawyers observed. The US Federal Trade Commission is already working on a number of fronts.

There is a need to carefully examine the situation and ensure that steps are taken to protect the health of the public. It is crucial to develop comprehensive strategies that consider the whole timeline and work towards better health outcomes.
Breaking up with babysitter is hard

Le Figaro

I am forever grateful and no

A resonant appeal to world’s conscience

By Kamran Rehmat

Citizens’ summons to provocation and to the West following the events of November 2015 that plunged the region into chaos and turmoil.

Le Figaro

At the same time, he candidly admitted
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Samba makes a stunning comeback

From Page 1

I actually felt my heart was going to stop, it’s really the hardest I’ve had in my chest. Thinking you’re going to die but you’re not going to worth it. And I love him, I am world champion and I don’t die during the race.

This is only the beginning. I’m excited to go to the Olympics in Tokyo, these guys are going to be pushing me even harder. I’ve got to get up and work again. That’s the way of the game.

Meanwhile, Melketh共识s with Samba as the three-components to a long-term plan that makes sense. This is the way to go.

Some Canadian Mohamed Ahmed decided to follow the Samba challenge. His personal bests were at 3000m in June and at 5000m in October. He set the Canadian record for the 3000m (3:31.55) and 5000m (13:28.15) in March. On July 21, he set a Canadian record in the 1500m (3:33.24). Then, in August, he broke the national record in the 5000m (13:28.15).

From Page 1

Samba’s remarkable journey has not been without its challenges. After breaking the world record at the 2018 Commonwealth Games, he faced injuries that threatened his career. However, he persevered and returned to the highest level of competitive running. His persistence and dedication paid off, as he continued to set new records and establish himself as one of the world’s top distance runners. Samba’s story is a testament to the power of determination and hard work in achieving greatness in athletics.


day, which included both a physical and mental challenge. His relentless training and unwavering focus on improvement allowed him to consistently push the boundaries of what he was capable of. His success serves as an inspiration to aspiring athletes around the world, demonstrating that with dedication and a strong will, one can achieve remarkable feats. Samba’s journey encapsulates the essence of perseverance and the pursuit of excellence, leaving a lasting legacy in the world of athletics.

Samba’s story is not just about personal achievement; it is also about inspiring others to chase their dreams. His journey has been characterized by resilience and a relentless pursuit of excellence, qualities that are inspiring to anyone striving to reach their own goals. Samba’s remarkable comeback is a powerful reminder that, with determination and a clear focus, greatness is attainable. His triumph serves as a beacon of hope, encouraging individuals to push beyond their limits and to believe in the possibility of achieving the extraordinary.

Alfardan Group launches luxurious St Regis Al Mouj Muscat Resort

Alfardan Group president and CEO Omar Hussain Alfardan explains about the project in the presence of Sayyid Asaad bin Tariq al-Said, Oman’s Deputy Prime Minister for International Relations and Cooperation Affairs and Personal Representative of His Majesty the Sultan and Alfardan Group’s CEO, during the official launch of the St Regis Al Mouj Muscat Resort.

Alfardan Group launches luxurious St Regis Al Mouj Muscat Resort

Arms perspective of The St Regis Al Mouj Muscat Resort